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1. Stcenajgray wavgra o af 10V vsblity visibrigity Wva'asthehr y

under sesrchl'igt.

4.. Black was best for destroyers iii view of their missiont.

5. D4-zzle camouflagb Of destroyers had more-bad features- than,
* gcod o~nes.

*6. Graded.painting on light cru!-4er gave some deception v~oithy
of further cqnsideration.

* 7. bUnobtrusive dazzle cawoouflage of tendcr produced ýomc deceptio
'.,ithout increased visibility.

*A table of the visibi/ity of shi'ps of vurious colors undef trous[conditions is, in Chapter-Z.
In the ig ht of pr ýsont knowledgc, it is suggested that (1), all

Naval surfa-ce ships except destroyers be a 9 p~r cent dark mat gray,.
and that destroye~rs be mat black; (2) all morchant. type ships bt-

2a 9 per cent o~r 18 per cent, m-1 t Eray, with some unobtrusive dazzle
rand some grnded. j '

LJ Further expe'rimqnts recommended are: (1) test 9 per cent dark gray
and ultromý,rine blue on destroyer, (2) test ocean gray and 9 per cent gray
on cruiser, (3) test grzaded system on' 6-inch cruiser, (4) pai it 6-inch
cruiser to simulAte 8-inch cruiser', (5) obtain data on visibility of

* wakes, ,,nd (6) test u~nobtrusive dazzle on c~rrgo ship.
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•:'Auth~riza'tion "' •'""

,-- - _ _ _ ,- , *: ".. ...-

!v. The continuance of the inv6estigation of 'ship bawmo • gi was "':/a' Authorized by Bureau ofa Constr ion ad Repair confidential letter

S19-~) RI)of .6 May 1959.

Reference'sS .References pertinent to the present report are:

Reference: (a) "Handbook on Ship Camouflage," Bureau of Construction
and Repair,"February 1937, prepared by Naval'Reseazch.

." ),. ''Laboratory. ,

.M .. (b) Nfl Report No. H-1496, '9, December 1938. "Naval
" Cimouflage, Tests at'Sea of May and June 1938."11

(6) Comdesdiv FIVE 1tr. to Comdesbatfor, 1 December 1939,.

"Camouflage Painting' of Surface Vessels .*"- The letter
is reproduced, in• full in the Appendix.

His-torical
0 1, " .'' ' .,

3. , 3. Investigation of va4ous aspects of ship camouflage, initiated
in 1935 by the Bureau of Construction and Repair and continued since that
-time, led to a number of conclusions summarized in references (a). and (b)..
It was found that standard Navy gray was of lowest visibility in hazy,

4 ,1 . 1,., mkl foggy and overcast weather,' but was very visible in sunny weather and
, under searchlight and moonlight iliuminatioA at night. It was easily
7' visible from theair. Ocean gray was of low visibility in sunny weather

and was not particularly revealing when viewed from the air and under
$;; searchlights at night. Black ýas of lowest visibility viewed from the

air and under searchlights at night. It was concluded that no one color
* i -of pall. combined all advantages jand that a color finally chosen must

""*" be a compromise govrn•pd by the projected employment of the camouflaged.
. ships. Many of the facts were derived from observations which extended

over short peribds of time and a small va•c.ty of weather cOnditions in
a single sea area.

4. It appeared that little further knowledge was-to be gained.'

from short time isolated experiments and that an attempt to'arrive at

final conclusions would require-wide scale experimentation with beveral

ships under operating conditions for considerable periods of time.

Scope -of the Present Report

.' 5.. From May to September 1939, experimentation-was •i~ed out with
P1',~ee destroyers enroute from Norfolk, Virginia,' to-San Diego, California,
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Via tho Pcao. Canal, ith dielp ; j tho &,-z Diego area ani tith dootroyor
,divisiono operating in a ,rPcat tactical probl~c in tho Pacific Ocean
.og Lone Elach. The rosults vith dotailo, diseuosion and reco=n-Mdtions
L vro givon in raforonco (C)s, vhich b•cauzo ofrits ixoneo, rhfl.Oo,
"and completeness is roproduczd in full 'in th- Appoudin. Tio4 •acnt roport

io.-a bed entirely on refrenceo (c) Vith coma-' cc•_=•ts and m~eoUao onz.
Tho subjects of low visibility and darzle camouflWe of ri',i chiFp oaro
docat, with. Although no pains have been spared to make the report brief,
campzete and above all correct, our advice to the. reader is tlht if there

"i,.i'Viy skipping to be done, he skip this report and read reference- (q).

. Lcoodino Cbior

6. All of the colors referred to in this report are shown in
"Plate 1 wi their Munsell notations and percentage reflectivities. In
considerations of low visibility, the brightness of a color is an imporU8te
attribute. Brightness is the parcentage of white light falling on the
color diffusell reflected by the color as measured by. a light adapted

mornal eye. (The artist often uses the word "value" to describe the
"brightness" or the,"darkness" of a color.)

7. ,It' i hardly necessary to-remark that inspection in a room

of a small sample" of color in a book can not give the proper impression
of a ship painted with the color.

8. Further, the colors of Plate 1 must not be used in preparing
"paints for they may fade or otherwise change With time; Plate 1 was

merely for the purpose of giving the rea0er an approximate idea of the

color. Colors of paints must be mixed by reference to panels prepaid

from the Munsell Book of Color or, from kr.own formulae. 7
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Name Munsell Reflectivity
Notation Per Cent

Standard Neutral
' Navy 6.2/ to 6.8/ 30 to 35S• . . . •:•, •. Gray

Ocean Neutral 18 'to 20
Gray, 5.0/ to 5.4/

Standard Neutral 8 to 10
Deck 3.4/ to 3.8

0 Dark Gray

Black Neutral 2 to 4
1.5/ to 2.5

Purple-Blue-
Ultramarine Purple 8 to 10
Blue 3/12

(Approximately)

Dark Green ,"3 to 5
Green 2/2

Low Visibility Colors

Plate 1
CONFIDENT IAL
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_ LOW VISIBILITY PAINTING OF DESTROYERS

Colors for Lowest Visibility

9. Four colors were tested on destroyers. The colors, shown
in Plate 1, were standard Navy grayp ocean gray, dark Freen, and black..
All decks were-painted with standard dark gray deck paint. The color was
painted on all vertical surfaces, ano on all masts, sttks, xails, rigging,
guns, boats end canvas. Itwas also pai'1ed on _a hberizontrl surfaces
except-those already covered with the standard da , Ae l hnt.

Thus the destroyer presented to ,he. observer only th-Mor under
investigation and the standard deqk paint.

- 10. The results of long continued tests,-reference (c), by many;
observers of the relative visibility of the various colors on the
destroyers are summarized in Table 1. The notes appended to the table
are for the modt part quoted verbatim frQm reference (c) and, seive to
bring out tertain important points ndt readily reduced to tabulation.
(We insert here the remark that the table is a drab sketch of dusty'
facts, whereas a close reading of reference (c) permits occasional
glimpses of a moving pageantry of ships and men at s30 and in the air.
The remark is out of place in a dull 'report to a Bureau of, materiel.)

)I
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TABLE 1

0 Color for Low Visibility

Color for Lowest-,
Position Visibility

". of __Conditions Vertical Hortzontal
ýObserver - i Weather. illumination, etc. Surfaces Surfaces

\-On surface Day Clear sky, sunny, no haze. Ocean Usually
* gray not seen

Day Cloudy sky, no sun, Navy
no haze. gray

Day Haze or fog. Navy
Sgray

Day Black smoke screen. Dark
colors

Day White saoke screen. 'Light'
colors

Night Natural illumination, Black
stars or clouds, no moon.

Ni~ht Clear sky, moon behind Black
observer.

Night koonli~ht,,diffused Ocean
through clouds, gray

Night Searchlight illumination Black
from observing ship, or
from behind observer.

Night Far siae of target from Target
observer illuminated by in
searchlight, fltre, silh6uet~te,
stz.r shell. all colors

alike.

In air Day All conditions of Black * Black
weather and illumlni.tion.

Night All conditions of Blcck Black
weather and illumination.

CONFIDENTIAL -4-



floto 1. In silhouette against the sun, moon, searchlight or other source
of light all colors-look alike and camouflage is of no qffect.

'Note 2. No color affects appreciably the, accuracy of stereo-ranges.

Note 3. Dark green is almost the same as black but not quite as
satisfactory.

Note .4. In the daytime black ships are visible at long ranges as objects
but target angles and ranges, because of indistinctness of
shadows, are much more- difficult to determine than with
lighter paints.

Note 5. When observed from the air at distances 1 to 8 miles, altitudes
1000 to 2000 feet, the black ships of DIVISION FOUR wt~re not

-- _visible over two or three miles, while the standard gray ships
were visible at all distances. Thecblack ships were-' less
visible than the green. Sun glists and light spots aided
in locating the destroyers. The visibility 6f the dark ships
was' 1/3 to 1/A that of a standard gray ship.

Note 6. At speeds above 12 knots the white w.ke of a destroyer becomes
important. At night and from aircraft at any time %hen
destroycrs art making speeds of 20 knots Pnd above the wakes
are so.:pparent that little advantage can be had from
camouflage. At night under searchlight'high speed wake is
clearly visible and readily discloses the presence of a
destroyer regardless of painting.

Note'7. Gloss is objectionalbe in any color. It is most apparent on
stacks Fnd gunshields and is mo3t noticeableluith black.

• Choice of Black as Lo% Visibility Color for Destroyers.

11. Regarding the.choice of a low visibility color for destroyers,
reference (c) draws the following conclusions:

"1. Stnddrd Navy gray is not satisfactory either for daytime
or night.

"2. A color much darker than Navy gray 'nd J;,rker than ocean gray
is indic,.ted.

"3. Preference for the three colors tested is, in order, black,
ocean gr:'y, stzndard gray. Black meets the reauirei ents for
improved visibility &t night, in accord,-nce with Commnnder
Býcttle Force's directive that dtytime visibility may %ell
be sacrificed for decreased visibility at night.

"4. All surfaces visible from the air should be black or'a
color approaching black."

C T
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12. Reference (c) discusses the choice of black or a very
dark color as follows;

"e"Ocean gray is in the color scale between black and the standard
gray. On a bright sunny day it is reported by observers from
surface vessels as the least visible of.the three colors and
compares favorably with either of the other two colors under
any chosen conditions. It does not appear white under concentrated
illuminations as aoes the standard gray and is less striking than
black on a clear bright day. If the aerial observations were
excluded, it is believed that ocean gray, or a somewhat darker
gray,wduld be chosen by the majority as the best compromise
color. It is believod, however, that profer6nce for the ocean

-'gray ovcr the black is influenced by the following factors:

"Natural aversion to solid black ships, cspecially flat
bl~ck, from standpointDS-smartncssl and diffibulty of
upkeep. ,

"In daylight the black ship presents a silhouette which is
more plainly delineated than the ocean gray and therefore
is said to be more visible.

"The first of 'these factors, smartness, and cleanline~ss, although
not a part of this investigation, will inevitLbly influence the"
opinions of officers who io to sea on surface vessels. The
second factor is in part an optical illusion. A black ship is
more striking than a gray ship even at close range. It is
therefore said to be more visible, despite the fact that
definition of detail is better in the ct.se of the gray ship
and therefore the target angle -is easier to estimate.

"It is believed that the ocean gray tested is too light a gray

and that if gray be chosen, it should be considerably darker.
'A dark gray would have most of the advantages of black and

would probably meet most of the objections advanced to black.
TWh results of the tests seem to point to a very dark color -

darker than ocean gray. A conclusion a to how far short of
black the color could be can not be dr n from these experiments."

Mat and Glossy Paint.

13. Reference (c) states:

"Gloss is objectionable in any color.

"All paint furnished was of a riyatively high gloss.'

"Gloss paints meterially aid in' disclosing the ship under any
form of concentrated light day or nLht. It is' L~ost noticeable
with the: darker p~ints."

0T
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Masts ofDestroyers.'

k .()• 14. Reference (c) concludes:

.."Black masts and similar high structures are very revealing wvhgn
they alone protrude above the horizon. Standard Navy gray

-:_qolor is believed to'be best for them. It is believed masts
can be painted stsndard gray without materially increasing K
visibility."

Various Details. ,

. 15• When thed' s'bjlfký5r'the sjiig is lowered by proper choice
Sof the color,-various dftails whichbefore seemed. to be entirely
inconsequential'-become important. Reference (c) states:

"..."A related subject is the elimination of exterior reflecting
surfades - these include bridge windows, ports, port rims,
*turnbuckles, whistles, gun parts, binnacles, bridge wood-
"work, such as varnished benches and boat decks.

"AExposed life ring buoys should be the same color as the surround-
ing surfaces.,"..

16., Each of the above details presents a small and separate
S* ' problein,/all of which can.probably be solved by means of paint and •

painted canvas covers, except perhaps thebridge windows. These should
* be inclined outboard about 100 from the vertical, or it may be sufficient

* merely to lower them in bright sunshine, moonlitht or previous to
searchlight illumination, in order to eliminate possible bright rtflec-
"tions.

17, ' The faft that such a small object as a life ring buoy needs
attention indica.tes pretty strongly thit white uniforms are out of place
on the deck of a dark colored ship during wartime.

Suggested Experiments with Low Visibility Colors Dark Gray and Ultra-
marine Blue.

18. Reference (c) suggests teots of a gray somewhat darker than
Socean gray. A gray of reflectivity about 9 per cent would appear to

"be suitable for test. The color is &bout that of standard dark deck
-paint, Plate 1. In dcylipht. it is considerblhy darker than ocean gray and
appreciably lighter than black. A dark blue grry of 9 per cent
reflectivity could be used equally well as a neutral gray, for t slight
color tint hcs no effect on visibility. A d;.rk green grQ•y couid also
be used but there appe,:rs to be no rceason for using Lny bhade of green
on r Navy ship at sea.

19. ULboratory tests show tnat undce farchlight illumination
&t night the'9 per cent gray is distinctly more visible than blick,
but whether the difference is important can only be detErmined by
tests at sea.

CONFIDENTIAL -7-



20. In this connection a pure intense blue deserves consideration.
The color is shown in Plate 1; it is usually described as "Ultramarino
blue." Ue have long realized that a-purelvivid blue color possesses
desirable 1ow visibility features, but have believed that its proposal
would be bizarre or in advance of the times. Now, however, in view of
the clearer perception of the facts and'the crystallization of opinion
brought out in reference (c), it is timely to' discuss the features of
the blue color.

21. The Purkinje effect is the shift in the color sensitivity of
the eye with the change from light adaptation to dark adaptation, the

.)' sensitivity of the ey for blue light relative to the sensitivity for
red light increasing vei greatly with the change from i-ght to dark

adaptation. For example, In full daylight or sunlight the blue of
Plate i is about as dark 4a the 9 per cent gruy, but under weak
illumination, as twilight or zqoonlight or less, the blue appears nearly,
but not quite, as light as Navy gray. EXperiment also shows that under
searchlight illumination the blue appears darker than the 9 per cent
gray and nearly as dark as 4 per cent-black; this is due partly to the
weakness of the blue vwavelengths in the searchlight spectrum relative -

to those of the ftylight spectrum,, and partly to the light adaptction,
of the eye when looking at a target illuminated by a searchlight; Indeed,
with a blue target it is a-surprising sensation. t see dimly in the,

* dark what appears to be a light grayish Object, ind then to turn the
searchlight on the object merely to duscover with difficulty what
appears to be a very dark object; the surprise is occasioned by the
fact that the searchlight is of unexpectedly little aid in revealing
the object.

22. The estimated appearance of a ship with all .verticalsurfaces painted intense blue is as follaos

Day, sunshine, at near distances, should appear very blue; ,at
far distances, should be of as low visibility as ocean gray;
shadows should be indistinct and target angles should be as
difficult to determine as for a black ship..

Day, overcast, should be of as low visibility as ocean gray.

Twilight, -unless ,silhouetted against bright sky, should be of
as low visibility as ocean gray.

Nighl, natural illumination, should be equal to ocean gray.

Night, searchlight illumination, should be equal to bldqk or
nearly-so.

Both day and night, should be of as low visibility fiom the air
as black.

"In day, in fog and haze and hence at near distances, should
probably not be of as low visibility as Navy Lray.

COFIDE111=
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DAZZLE PAINTING OF DESTROYERS

S24. The 1938 camouflage tests with dlestroyers, reference (b),
Showed that a dazzle pattern disturbed course estimation to some extent
but af the expense of increased visibility. It was suggested that a
dark dazzle pattern would be a compromise which might disturb course
estimatiop at short ranges without greatly increased visibility at
long ranges.

25. The destroyer CONYNGHAM was painted with a bold pattern
of black and ocean gray; its photograph is in Plate 2. Observations
of this ship in the San-Diego area from July 31 to September 1,-1939,
led to the conclusion stated in reference (c) that:

"The dazzle design is confusing under certain conditions out
not sufficiently so to warrant further consideration for
destroyer painting."

The conclusion, added to those of reference (a), effectively' relegates
the matter of dazzle painting of destroyers to the category of things
that are not worth,doing.

KCOFIDENTIAL -10-
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CHAPTER 4

(I) GRADED SYSTEM ON LIGHT CRUISER

26. The graded system is for the purpose of producing deception/
in range estimates by painting the vertical sides of the hull with
horizontal stripes which are dark (or black) at the water line and
become succesnively lighter to the gunwale. It makes little difference
whether the stripes are shaded into each other or not. In the 1938
tests, reference (b), with the graded system on two destroyers it was
concluded that the system produced a slight illusion of range due to
the dark stripe at the waterline. The graded destroyer appeared to be
roughly 15 per cent farther away than a standard Navy gray destroyer,
when the two were actually at the same distance.

'27. In the present experiments, reference (c), the graded system
was' applied to the light cruiser RALEIGH. There was a black stripe
3 feet wide at the waterline, next a 3-foot wide stripe of 10 per cent
gray; and next an 8-foot wide s.tripe of 18 per cent gray(ocean gray).
This brought the painting to the gunale of lowest fceeboard. The
raised forecastle and other remaining vertical surfaces of the hull
were Navy gray (35 per cent reflectivity). An additional detail was
that black smoke-pipe watch caps were painted with lower edges in a
line tilted up from the horizontal.' -Photographs of the two ships
at various ranges are shown in Plate 4.

28. The RALEIGH cruised in company with the DETROIT which wias
Navy gray and the two ships were observed during their scheduled operations
in the San Diego area. From a summary of the observations, reference (c)
stated:

"1. The graded method does materially confuse range estimation.

"2. In hazy weather the graded vessel was more easily discernible
than the normal vessel.

"3. In clear bright weather there is little choice of visibility
of the two methods of painting.

"'4. Painting smoke-pipe watch caps at varied heights assists
confusion of course estimation.

"5. Possibility of being especially advantageous against
submarine attacks where only a quick glance through a
periscope is possible."

29. Reference (c) concluded:

"(1) The graded system tends to distort the structural features
of a vessel and confuse range and spotting estimates.

CONFIDENTIAL -Il-
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DAZZLE CANOUPTLAGE ON TENDER

30. Two dazzle designs to produce course distortion. uore painted
on the dostroyer tender rAELVILLE, a bold design on thb starboard 'sido and
an unobtrusive design on tfhe port side. This is the first experiment
with dazzle camouflage on a merchant type of vessel which has been
performed since the last war. The unobtrusive camouflage *may be said
to be the one new idea in deceptive sea camouflage %hich has emerged
since the last war. It is fully discussed in reference (a) and consists
in painting a few artificial shadows for course deception in such an
inconspicuous way. that the observer does not realize that the vessel
is canouflag4 Aor that he is deceived. The unobtrusive camouflage does
not increase the visibility matertally.

31. The designs on the MELVILLE are-shown in Plate 5. The
starboard design is' a' variation of the design of Plate 14a, reference (a),
and the port design is the design of Plate 18d, reference (a).

32. The MELVILLE was observed at sea on 5, 6, 7 and 8 September
1939, by various units. Reference (c),gives the. follosing conclusions:

"1. The target was appreciably distorted by camouflage on both
Isides especially from approximuately 300 to 1600 and 2100 to

"2. The presence of camouflaging is less evident by method
applied to port side than by that applied to starboard side."

33. The results of the experiment are important in bringing
out the fact that an inconspicuous design, which did not Eugment visibility
appreciably, was equilly effective in producing course distortion as
the bold dazzle design which increased visibility. Therefore, in so far
as one can conclude anything from a single experiment, the conclusion
follows that there is little need to consider further the bold designs,
with their attendant disadvantage of high visibility, since the
fundamental purpose of the design in causink course distortion is
accomplished equally .,ell by cn unobtrusive pattern which does not
enhance visibility.

CONFIDENTIAL -13-
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3,. Tablo 1 contalMn Mz cnlowou a=cp,•t of infor~tion, dorircd
froa a UG.Z prOrm of oapori ntatGkmr about tho ooler of a ship for
la-i via•bhlity undor vorioulo eir@ otncos. T'e Iferoatton hao boon
obtain-d cntiroly from oxporimcnto bith dostroyers but it in all
probability valid for any typo of bhip. Thi quostion aricos ribhthor
Table I and the othor abaptoro of this report aotain all the n-ccosary.
infor-=ztion or whothor there remain gaps vihth should bo fillcd in by
furthor oxperimontation, Actually there are importýntagapo vhich tt
would be or advantage to rdmove, but it' i of interest to discuss the
question in two ways$

(1) By sidggesting the most effective painting of all Naval
ships in the. light of information availabld at the present
time.

(2) By outlining further tests which appear to be important
in reaching a final decision about the painting of a"ll
Naval ships.

Suggested Painting of.All Naval Ships in the Likht 'of Present Knowvedfte.

35. Paint all classes of ships, destroyers, cruisers, battle
ships, carriers,: etc., throtdhout except for masts a dark gray, or a
dark blue gray, about 9 per cent reflectivity. The color approaches
black. Paint all pole masts Navy gray, about 33 per cent reflectivity.
In particular, put the dark gray (or dark blue gray) color on all
horizontal surfaces, all vertidal surfaces, on all objects visible from
the surface or the air. All bright work, varnished surfaces, shiny
metal must be painted or put under dark covers. As little glass as
possible must be left exposed and no white uniforms on deck.

36. All paint must be mat.

37. The advantages of the dark color, 9 per cent reflectivity,
are that it is of low visibility from the air day ornA&ght and under
searchlight. In daylight the color obscures details and interferes
with course estimation; at moderate speeds it obscures the watexz line
and interferes with range estimation' (but has no pronounced effect on
range finder measurements). The disadvantage of the color is that the
ship is moderately or highly visible as an object in the daytime to a
surface observer. The color is drab and dismal and may encounter
dislike.

38. We qualify the above suggested universal use of 9 per cent
dark color by adding that in the case of destroyers, for which lowest-
visibility under searchlight was desired, it, would be best to paint 'll
vertical surfaces black.
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(r Svwested Paintire of All Merchant T-e Ships in the Light of Present

K> 39. It would-seem best to contemplate the following views for
painting merchant type ships in wartime:f

'(1) That bold dazzle desiogna of highly contrasting brightness
-ranging from black to Navy gray, .and hence of .high visibility,
be eliminated entirely.-

-(2) That only low visilAlity painting over the entire ship be
used, as 9 per cent dark gray or 18 per cent ocean gray.

(3) That the low visibility painting be supplemented in some
cases by an unobtrusive 'dazzle which consists of a few dark
spots to simulate shadows, the spots to be best adapted to
each ship.

(4) That the low visibility Painding be supplemented in some
cases by a simplified graded system consisting of a single
black stripe at the water line, to give a raised water line,
the system to be best suited to the type of ship;- for example,
it would be most suitable to a ship of hich freeboard.

S(5) That all ships be not painted alike.

S( Recommended Further Experiments Important to Reaching a Decision about

the Painting of All Naval Ships.,

40. General for all experiments. All paint must be mat. All
horizontal surfaces standard dark gray deck color, 9 p~r cent reflectivity.

* Therefore all the experimeuits below refer to painting the vertical
surfaces and -ll surfaces not already covered wtth the dark gray deck
color. All .bright and shiny objects painted, covered or removed, down
to the smallest details.

/41. All experiments should be carried out over extended periods
of time under all possible conditions of weather and types of illumination
and missions.

42. The importance of assigning an officer to direct the tests
cen not be overemphasized; the success of the work of reference (c) was
largely due to this one element. MA officet should understand what
the experiments are, wvhat they are for, should direct the experiments,
summarize the results, and write the report.

42. Experiment A. Object: To test visibility of 9 per cent
dark gray (or 9 per cent dark blue gray), ultramarine blue on destroyers,
and to determine the value of Navy gray masts.

Four destroyers, vertical surfaces painted as follows:

S(1) Navy gray with Navy gray masts for control.
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S9 par ccnt daelCr'ay vith 11avy gray caot.
QU ltrc~arinto blue'vith bluo maoto.

The vivid ultw-marine blue is made by mixing pure ultramarine
pignent with about 6 per cent by weight of a pure white pigment titanium
oxide, or an-equivalent amount of zinc oxide.

The experiment outlined above is a minimum experiment designed to
test three things simultaneously: (1) effectiveness of 9 per cent gray
vs. black, (2) effectiveness ofultramarlne blue vs. black and ocean gray,
(3) effeftivenesS of black, ocean gray and Navy gray masts. If more
than four destroyers were available it would be better to spread the
program into several experiments each designed to test one thing. For
example: Experiment Al, First Division, two ships black, two 9 per cent
gray; Experiment A2, Second Division, two ships black, two ultramarine
blue; Experiment A3, Third Division, two shipb ocean gray, two ultramarine
blue,; etc.

43. Et erimentZB.-Object: To test visibility of ocean gray and
9 'per cent dark gray on a large ship.

Three cruisers, vertical surfaces painted as follows:

(1) Navy gray with Navy gray masts for control.
(;2) Ocean gray with ocean gray masts.

"K . (3) 9 per Cent dark gray, Navy gray masts.

This experiment'depends to some extent on*Experiment A and lgically
shL d not be done until the results of Experiment A are known. For
example, if the blue color of Experiment A turned out to be effective,
the color might then be included in the cruiser experiment.

44. Experiment C. Object: To test graded system on a 6-inch,
10,000 ton cruiser.

Paint vertical surfaces of two 6-inch cruisers as follows.:

(1) Navy gray, for control.
('2) Paint hull with three horizontal stripes from water line

to gunwale, the lowest stripe black, the next stripe
9 per cent dark gray, and the upper stripe ocean gray,
of widths 20, 40 and 40 per cent, respectively, of
freeboard height; the superstructure Navy gray.

The six inch cruiser, because of its relatively high freeboard
throughout its entire length would seem to be well adapted to the
graded system, and better adapted than the light cruiser of Chapter 4
with low freeboard aft.

If, from other considerations, a very dark color were adoptod-
for cruisers, it would not be possible to use the graded system. Thus
the experiment mi&ht depend on the results of Experiment B.
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45. Experiment D. Objelct: To change a 6-inch cruiser into an
"8-inch cruiser.

If the 6-inch cruiser were p'ainted a lUht color as Navy grey
a simple desitn in ocean gray,' illustrated in Plate 6, would sometimes
make it appear similar to an 8-inch cruiser. If the major color were
a dark color, the desin should be a light color.

The desirability bf such a deception was suggested informally by
Comm-nder Cruiser Division NINE.

46. Experiments A B, C and D should yield results and crIstalliza-
tion of opinion sufficient to perrit a decision to be reached concerning
the painting of all Naval vessels. There is no inherent reason why
all Naval ships, or all ships of a class, should be painted alike. If
no single color were found %hich possessed outstonding virtues for all
classes of ships, and if various colors or systems offered equal amounts
of varied effectiveness, it would seem better to scatter the colors
and systems of painting among the vwrious classes and among the separate
ships of a class, so that all ships were not painted alike.

47. Experiment E. Objeoct: To gather data on the visibility of
the wakes of ships.

It is important to know the visible ranges of the wakes of various
V types of Naval ships at various speeds in all types of weather and

conditions of the sea surface, as viewed from the air and from the
surface. It is recommended that such data be obtained and tabulated.
Certain of these cdita. for destroyers rre in Chapter 2. The dat,' are
of fundamentrl importance in considerations of low visibility. From
'the table each ship can determine its circle of wake visibility for
any specified condition ..nd know whether the circle is greater or lbss
than.its circle of self visibility.

48. Experiment F. Object: To test unobtrusive dazzle cemouflage

on 'a crgo ship with raised forecostic, bridge ..nd poop.

The unobtrusive dazzle camouflage design was fairly successful
on the MELVILLE, a type of hull to vhich the design was not best
suited (Chnpter. 5). It would be of interest to test the design on a
type of ship for which the deception uould be most pronounced, as a
cargo ship with rpaised bridge;, foreca.stle, and poop. Plat6 14a,
reference (a), gives a picture of such n ship and the details of the
design.

Supplement to, or revision of,* "HIndbook on Ship Camouflage."

40. The knowledge and practice 7 of ship cmouflage as known in
1937 were summarized in a "Handbook on Ship Camouflage," reference (a).
The results presented in the present report, which are based entirely
on reference (c), agree in all respects with those of the Handbook,
but add several new facts and inew points of vidw. -Eventually the
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' *_ APPENDIX

REPORT OF COMMANDER DESTROYER DIVISION FIVE

Enclosur% G, H, I, J are omitted,.

and some of the photographs of

Enclosure (G) are in Plates 2,

3 and 4.
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(3) Oceda gray is aeen imrovemeng but it 1k tD -
xithit in color.

(4) Mack possesses the greatest rnumberof @2 4VztPt$0A.
Xt Is the best comprvmise 'of tho three painta
tested. Buat black is not the tarmnizouw cheioce.
It is best for' corncealzenet at night and £rom
enemy aircraft =mder any condidtions.,

(5) A dark gray between oceain gray aad black to
considered ¶wortb t~sting In comparisonr with
black.

(6) Gloss is objectionable in any color, A matte
paint should be developed.
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I'. DESTROYER DIVISION FIVE
(Q IJ U.S.S. CASSIN,o (Flagship)

CONFIDENTIAL DEC -1 1939

VI. Experiment "C"'

A. Purpose

To determine, under the conditions of the tdcticalý
exercises, the best all-around paint for destroyers,
from the standpoint of reduced vis 1lity.

B. Vessels and test materials aqs'igned:

Destroyer Divisior.LFOUR -" (USHING - Black Matte
PERKINS - Green Matte
PRESTON - Black Gloss
SMITH - Black Matte

Destroyer Division FIVE - CASSIN - Ocean GrayMatte
DOWVES - Ocean Gray Gloss
REID Ocean Gray Matte
CONYNGHA - Ocean Gray Gloss

C. Determination to be made:

1. The relative efficacy of the various systems of painting
under all possible conditions (day and night) encountered
during the exercise and conclusion as to the best compro-
mise for all purposes.

D. Conduct of Test:

1. As a result of previous investigation the colors chosen
for this experiment were ocean gray and black. They
were to be compared with standaru.Navy gray. The ocean
gray is darker than the standard gray.

a. The four ships of Division FIVE were painted ocean.
gray on all surfaces visible from without except
the horizontal decks. Large objects such a. in-
strurments' were covered %ith painted cloth. Tha
decks weru painted with standard blue gray deck
paint. Similarly Division FOUR wa3 painted blick,
except that one ship was painted a very dark treen
bccc.usz it had been concluded from previous ex-
periments that, insofar as visibility is concerned,
ther'e is no appreciable difference between this derk
green ;-nd blacki and shoula the dark color be chiosen -

therc would bb E choice betvecn green and black.

"b. One or more ships of each division was painted with

CONFiDENTIAL -1- Enclosure (A)



COPY
DESTROYER DIVISION FIV7E

CONFIDENTIAL U.S.S. CASSIN, (Flagship)

VI. Experiment "C" (Continued)

D. (Continued).

a paint designated as a HIGH1 GLOSS. The paint
furnished by Mare Island, which was designated as
MATTE, proved to be glossy to almost the same
extent as those designated HIGH GLOSS. In the
cases of gray paints little difference in sheen
was apparent. In the case of the blakk paint the
difference was more marked but neither the high
gloss nor the matte surfaces were what was ex-
pected.

2. a. The two divisions operated with the Fleet during
the September Tactical Exercises which covered the
period 23 - 29 September. This period afforded a
variety of weather and light conditions. There
were two days and one night of heavy storm during
which time both divisions operated during daylight
and at night. There was calm sunny weather. There
was exceptionally bright moonlight from a full moon
and there was morning haze. There were no dark or
overcast nights. The employment of the tzo divisions
in the Tactical ExercisLe afforded good opportunity for
observations. One division made a night attack in the
path of the moon but with the moon behind the tLrget
which resulted in silhouette most bf the time but-
during the atteck there were opportunities for ob-
servations from heavy ships from all angles relative
to the bearing of the moon.

b. During Fleet Tacticrl periods personnel are so com-
pletely engLged with the immediate t.nd primary tasks
of accomplishing the scheduled exercises that there
were many observations made which could not be proper-
ly recorded. However, much useful information has
been elicited from those who made observations through
informal conversation. It should be noted too, that
the colors %ith which the two divisions were painted
had been under observation on from one to three ships
for almost two months, during %hich time there were
many opportunities for obscrvations..

E. Discussioni

1. a. Under clear daylihht a vessel is visible at long
ranges regardles3 of color or design, and therefore

"CONFIDENTIAL -2- Enclosure (A)



COPY DESTROYER DIVISION FIVE
U.S.S. CASSIN, (Flagship)

CONFIDENTIAL J

VI. Experiment "C" (Continued)

E. Discussion: (Continued)

little success can be had from efforts to make a
vessel invisible, except in the case of masts and
other small and high objects which, if dark in'
color, are easily seen against the light back-
ground of the sky and reveal the presence of the
vessel. This emphasises the directive given by
Commander Battle Force in his Serial 01163 of 20
October 1938, addressed to Bureau of Construction
ahd Repair - COMMAN.DER BATTLE FORCE IS PARTICULARLY,
CONCERMED OVER THE QUESTION OF VISIBILITY OF
DESTROYERS AT NIGHT. HE CONSIDERS THAT REDUCED
VISIBILITY OF THIS TYPE IN DAYTIME MAY WELL BE
SACRIFICED IF VISIBILITY AT NIGHT IS THEREBY
MATEIRIALLY DECREASED.

b. The-nearest approach to invisibility is realized
when the color of the vessel is the same as the
'background therefore on a gray day, in diffdsed
moonlight or in.a fog the light Navy gray is , ,

Sleast revealing when observed from other sihrfa6
vessels but when observed from the air against
the dark background of the %ater the darker colors
are less revealing. At night when there is no light
sky background the darker colors are less revealing.

c. As the source of light approaches the zenith of the
target vessel, vertical surfaces come in shadow and
when the source of light is in the zenith all
vertical surfaces appear black and camouflage has
little effect on observations from other surface
vessels.' Under these conditions however horizontal
surfaces are affected in a contrary v•ay and are
highly visible to an aircraft observer.

d. When the target is between the observer and the
source of light it is seen in silhouette and camou-
flage has little effect.

2. a.
(1) The Standard Navy gray paint is highly reflective

which renders it visible at great distances undur
any form of concentrated light. The light color
lends itself well to the formation of shadows
which facilitates the determination of target

CONFIDENTIAL -3- Enclosure (A)
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DESTROYERA DIVISION FIVE

SCONFIDENTIAL U.S.S. CASSIN, (Flagship)

VI. Experiment "C" (Continued)

E. Discussion: (Continued)

angles. Thus, under sunlight, moonlight or
searchlight the standard gray ship is seen
at long ranges and in considerable detail.
At times the ship appears almost white. On
the other hand, on a gray day, in fog or under
moonlight diffused by clouds the light gray
ship is least visible.

(2) The high visibility of the standard Navy grey
paint has been the subject of adverse criticism
for many years. The reports of observers through-
out these experiments indicate that it is not
acceptable as a compromise. The few tibes that
it appears to advantage are far outwaighed by the
advantages obtained from a darker color. This
conclusion comes from consideration of visibility
alone. From the st&ndpoints of smartness,, ease to
keep clean and effect on morale it is preferred
to all other colors tested.

(3) High gloss on standard Navy gray is less apparent
Sthan high $loss on darker paints, yet it is

, k- objectionable. Reflection from the stacks
and the gun mounts under concentrated light
reveal the ships at long ranges.

(4) The reports of observations made from aircraft
of standard Navy gray vessels are decidedly un-
favorable. The light color against the dark sea
background reveals the target at surprisingly
long ranges while vessels painted with dark colors
are invisible aý relatively short ranges. The
small band of standard gray along tht outboard
edge of the weather decks, used by some of the
"destroyers, brought forth the comment from air-
craft observers that this light band deleniated
the ship clearly for a bombing target.

3. a. At the other extreme of the paints tested is, black.
-On a gray day, in a fog the black ship is strikingly
visible as an obect and would attract attention of
a casual observer more readily than either of the
other colors tested. In a number of cases observers
have reported the black ships more visible than either
of the 6ther colors." But proceeding on the hypothesis
that under normal light conditions and with alert

0(
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E. Discussion: (Continued)

lookouts there is little hope of avoiding deteetion,_.
at ranges at which destroyers must operat.; the
black ship compares favorably %ith either of-the
other colors. Once the target is disclosed the
degree of visibility becomes an academic considera-
tion, and the advantage goes to the black ship be-
cause of the difficulty of estimating ranges and
target angles by reason of the absence of contrast-
ing shadoGs. Observers report however that no
color affects appreciably the accuracy of stereo -

ranges.

b. At night black is least visible except in diffused
moonlight when the black ship is visible as a black
spot against the whiti background of the sky. Under
searchlight or moonlight emanating from behind the
observer black is decidedly preferable.

c. (1) Observations made from aircraft are of particular
interest. They emphasise the necessity for re-
ducing to a minimum the visibility of our des-
troyers from enemy aircraft. From the records
available this subject has not been given due
consideration in the experiments made heretofore.
The observations made by avintors do not all
give first place to black paint, but by far the
greater majority do and a number of reports which
will be 'eferred to belo% are very outstanding
and very favorable to black or a 6olor approach-
ift black. Briefs of r. few of the most striking
reports are given below.

(2) One senior aviator reports that on a clear day
at 5000 feet black destroyers are difficult to
see where as the standard gray are easily seen.
(Observers Report No. 32-C)

(3) Other aviators report that darker ships are
much harder to pick up under all conditions,
except when in silhouette. Dark colors make
estimates of- target -.ngles a.nd course difficult.

"(4) Observations made at distances 1 to.8 miles.

CONFIDENTIAL -5- Enclosure (A)



COPYCOP DESTROYER DIVISION. FIVE

CONFIDENTIAL U.S.S. CASSIN (Flagship)'

VI. Experiment "C" (Continued)

E. Discussion: (Continued)

Altitude 1000 to 2000 feet. The black ships
ofDr4vision FOUR were not visible over two

or týreeý Miles, rhile the standard gray ships
were/viaible at IlI distances. The black ships
were less visib19 than the green. Sun glints
and light spolaided in locating the destroyers.
Relative visibility of the camouflage ship 1/3
to 1/4 of visibility of a standard grny 'ship.
(85-C)

-(5) Division FOUR observed - The wake of the black'
• Iships werc visible at a distance of about 8

miles but the ships themselves were not seen.
S(87-C)

(6) Obserovptions ,ade of Division FOUR, (black) to-
. gether with RaiLEIGH and three griy destroyers,

Distance of planes l - 20 6iles and position
between sun and foro4tion. Weather slightly
hazy but unlimited ce4ing. The observer
reports 'the difference in visibility striking.
RALEIGHznd the three standard gray destroyers"were seen plainly with the naked eye, while
black 'ships could not be seen even with binoculars
.lthough known to be presbnt. hven with
ran~ge reduced to 5 - 10 miles black ships still
very difficult to make out with glasses. Speed
of ships was 12 knots; therefore no wake and as
pointed out before the wake is the most visible
feature in picking up dark colored destroyers
from the air. The opinions of the pilots of
Patrol Squadron TWELVE are that the black ves-
sels are at least equal to the standard gray
under any conditions and definitely superior
under most conditions observed. No observations
made in fog or low visibility. On several occt-
sions in Fleet Tactical Exercise 207 patrol planes
trailing major units with distant destroyer screens-
%hile patrolling at a distance assumed to be. be-,
yond visibility of all ships, had the disconcert-
ing' experience of picking up black destroyers so
close as to be well within effective gun range.
And in every case ships were sighted first by
the white wake alone. (88-C)

CONFIDENTIAL -6- Enclosure (A)
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DESTROYER DIVISION DIVE
COID ITIAL U.S.S. CASSIN, (nagship)

VI. Experiment "C" (Continued)

E. Discussions (Continued)

(7) Observation of Destroyer Division FOUR.
Ships very hard to see against hazy
background but wake was clearly visible.
When Joihed by standard gray ship it was
noted that the reflection of the sunlight
froQm the standard gray made them .plainly
visible, while the black and dark green ships
were nearly invisible. No difference noted
between the black and dark green. (89-C)

S(8) Observation of Division FOUR. Altitude 5000
feet. Sun behind the observer. Clear weather.

Standard gray destroyers appeared white and
were visible up to 15 miles while Destroyer
Division FOUR could only be' seen with great
difficulty at slant rangeq under two miles and
then with no- definite assurance as to the
dimensions or silhouette. (90-C)

4. a. Ocean gray is in the color scale between black and
the standard gray. On a bright sunny day it is re-
ported by observers from surface vessels 'as the
least visible of the three colors and compares
favorably with either of the other two colors under
any chosen conditions. It does not appear white
unier concentrated illuminations as does the
standard Gray and is less strikin& than black on
a clear bright day. If the aerial observations
were excluded it is believed that ocean gray, or a
somewhat darker gray, would be chosen by the majority
as the best compromise color. It is believed
however that preference for the ocean gray over the

'black is influenced by the following factors:

Natural aversion to solid black ships,
especially flat black, from standpoint
of smartness -nd difficulty of upkeep.

In daylight the black ship presents a
silhouette which is more clearly deline-
ated thzn the ocean gray and therefore
-is said to be more visible.

b. The first of these factors, smartness and cleanli-
ness, although not a part of this investigation,

CONFIDENTIAL -7- Enclosure (A)



DESTROYER DIVISION FIVE
(j) *CONFIDENTIAL U.S.S. CAS8IN., (Flagshi.p)

VI. Ekperiment "C" (Continued)

E. Discussion: (Continued)

will inevitably influence the .opinions of
officers who go to sea on surface vessels.
The second factor is in part an optical illu-
sion. A black ship is more striking than a
gray ship even at-close range. It is therefore
said to be more visible, despite the fact that
definition of detail is better in the case of
the gray ship and therefore the target angle is
easier to estimate.

It is belibeved that the ocean gray tested is too
light a gray and that if gray be chosen it should
be considerably darker. A dark gray would have
most of-the advatages of black and would prob-
ably meet most of th. objections advanced to
black. The results of the tests seem to point
to a very dark color - darker than ocean gray.
A conclusion as to how far short of black the
color could be, cannot be drawn from these
Experiments.

0 .F. Conclusions:

1. Standard Navy gray is not satisfactory either for
daytime or night.

2. A color much darker than NaVy gray and darker than
ocean gray is indicated.

3. Preference for the three colors tested is, in orderg
Black, Ocean Gray, Standard Gray. Block meets the
requirements for improved visibility at night, in
accordance with Comannder Battle Force's directive,
that daytime visibiltty may vell be sacrificed for
decreased visibility at night.

4. Ocean gray is second in choice to black but aviation
observations are definitely in favor of black and
many surface observers prefer black.

5. A gray, much darker than ocean gray$ would be
preferred to black by destroyer personnel and would
possess most of the advantages of black.

6. The dark green tested is almost the same as black
but not quite ad satisfactory.

CO:IFIDUTIAL -&- E,.locum (A)
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VI.O. Eiporimnnnt V0" (Continued)

F. Conclusions: (Continued)

7. Gloss is objectionablo In any color. It i1
most apparent on stacks and4 a--__,! c=.1
is most noticeable with black. A r•at3 rAmt
is required and should be dolop-tz,'

8. The best Navy paints are glossy. A small COVcple
of Sherwin - WUtiis= matte black was tested ftd
gave promising results.

9. A related subject is the elmitnatonn -f exterior
reflecting surfaces - These includt bridge v1,!C -
dows, ports, port rims,, turnbuUles* whistles,
gun parts, binnacles, bright woodwork, such as
varnished benches and boat decks.

S10. All surfaces visible from the air should be black
or a color approaching black. These include
canvas of all kinds.

11. Exposed ring life buoys should be the sane color
as the surrounding surfaces.

( 12. Black masts and similar high structures are very
revealing when they alone protrude above the
horizon. Standard Navy gray color is believed to
be best for them. It is believed masts can be
painted standard -gray without materially in-
creasing visibility.

130 At speeds above 12 knots the white wake of a des-
troyer becomes an important consideration in
efforts to avoid detection. At night and from
aircraft at any time, when destroyers are making
speeds of 20 knots and above, the, wzkeos •-•e so
aplprent that little advantage crn be had from
crmouflage.

G. Recommendations:

1. a. Paint destroyers black mrtte on all exterior
s- aces; or as an alternative, in order to
give further consideration to dark Lray,

b. Paint one h,,if the number of destroyers dark
grr.y (about the color of present deck paint)
and the others black.

CONFIDENTIAL -9- Enclosure (A)



copyDESTROYER DIVISION FIVE

COPIDENTIAL U.S.S. CASSIN, (Flagship)

VI. Experiment "C" (Continued)

G. Recommendations: (Continued)

c... In order to deternine the valu6 of lighter
colored masts, paint the masts of about one_
fourth of the destroyers standard Navy gray.

2. Paint, dye or cover all surfaces visible from
without so that the exterior will presenit a
uniform color at all times when operating at
sea.

3. Eliminate exterior brightwork and, as far as
possible, all high reflecting surfaces in-
cludinT.varnished woodwork.

4. Paint bow numbers vith . color liehter-in
shade than the hull but such that there will
be small contrast betweoin the two colors.

5. Operate %ith thcsu systýms for one year. Request
comments from the Flect once eL'ch quzrtcr.

( CONFIDENTIAL -10- Enclosure (A)
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DESTROYER DIVISION FIVE

CONFIDENTIAL U.S.S. CASSIN, (Flagship)

UII. Experiment "B"

A. Purpose.

To evaluate the relative advantages ,of dark -green,
black, and ocean tray paint, matte and glossy with
special reference to night attacks but with some
indication of relative visibility during the day-
time.

B. Vessels and Materials assigned:

Destroyer Division FOUR - CUSHING - Green Glossy.
P&RKINS - Green Ifatte.
PRESTON - Ocean Gray.
S!MITH - Blck.

X. Determinations to be made:

1. The relative visibility at night of the various
P. Isystems of painting under both natural and

searchlight illumination.

2. If the glossy paint is any more revealing than
the matto paint.

3. The relative visibility pf these paints during
the daytime vith special rcference to the thought
that if the dt.rker colors are best for-night, are
they too dLrk for dr-y work, in view of the desir-
ability of obtf-ining a color representing the best
compromise for all conditions.

D. Conduct of Test:

(a) The vessels of Destroyer Division FOUR were painted
as noted in B above. During their normal operations
they were observed by units as encountered and reports
submitted as required.
See Observer3 Sheets Number 1-B to 13-B inclusive,

16-B and 17-B.

E. Conclusions:

1. From a low visibility point of view there is no
distinction between black and green, both being
equelly visible in cluar or overcast daytime
weither.

CONFIDENTIAL -1- Enclosure (B)
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Sl Ctinelusions (Contirued)

2. Ocean gray hijhly. visible in, Overcast weather but
least visible with reference to black and green
on subny clear days.

3. All paint furnished was of a relatively high gloss.
4. Gloss paints materially aid in disclosing the ship

under any form of concentrated light day or night..
It is most noticeable with the darker paints,.

5. Since any color is visible6 in practically every
co-dition of weather in daytime, a paint to,de-
crease their visibility at night under search-
light is most desirable.

6.'A true black matte paint is the best color for
concealment at nig'ht under all conditions, except
in diffused m6onlight as obtained with an overcast
moon.

() CONFIDENT*IAL -- Enclosure (B)
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DESTROYER DIV1SION FIVE

CONFIDENTIAL U.S.S. CASSIN, (Flagship)

NOTES BY M. BITTINGER-ON EXPERhII•gNT "B"

Visibility of ships painted dark green, black and ocean gray:

From a low visibility caiquf~age point of view there is no
difference between the black and green ships. They tere always
clearly visible in daytime Lhen the weather was clear or over-
cast. Any choice between these two colors would be a matter of
a pleasant living environment, ease of keeping clean, absence of
eye strain to the personnel and stability of the paint.

Ocean Gray

The ship painted ocean gray (PRESTON) w as &lUv:ys visible
in ovL.rczast weather. On, sunny clear d:..ys it was the leCst
visible ship of the Division, rind with the sun bchind the
observer and on thf- oce;m bray 6hip it Vas le,.st visible of
all tho p-.ints.

Gloss

With one oxception all the observers' records indicate that
there was no difference between the gloss and matte colors in
daytime; however, the paint furnished for these tests was all of
a relatively high &loss.

NIGHT ATVTCKS

Although there are no records of night attacks requested in
Experiment "B" the° testsfmade at night under Experiment "A" in-
dicate clearly that the gloss on the dark ships does make them
visible under searchlight at night, and that only matte paint
should be used on the dark ships. In vie% of the -act that
the Destroyers are going to be seen anyhow in practically eyery
weather condition in daytime - %ould it bc. dusirvble to paint
them so that they would be invisiblc at nij ht under searchlight.

(10
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DESTROYER DIVISION FIVE0CONFIDENTIAL U.S.S. CASSIN (Flagship) /

Exgeriment "A"

A. Purpose.

To determine the best compromise color for 10w -

visibility in all circumstances of weather,
illumination, sea areas and employment.

B. Vessels and test material assigned;

Destroyer Division FIVE - CASSIN - Ocean-Gray.
DOWNES - Black.
REID - Standard Navy Gray.
CONMNGUI - Dazzle of M1ack and

Ocean Gray.

C. Observations to be made by:,

(1) Other surface vessels.
o2 Submarinesi
3 Aircraft..

D. Determinations to be made:

(a) Relative visibility of vessels:

(i) Zn various types of smoke screens.
(P) Under various weather conditions during the dYa -
(3) At night under both natural and searchlight

Illumination.
(4) Operatin& in various areas..

(b) Relative ease of:

(1) Course estIpalion.
(2) Range finding.

E. Conduct of Test.

1. Determination of relative visibility in variouO
types of smoke screens.

a. Aircraft smoke screen.

Two aircraft were employed, one to lay smoke
and the other to observe. In addition, the
CLARK was stationed abeam of the target dividi;
ion to make observations. The vind was 15
knots from astern of tho destroyors In-colu6nm

C0]?FIDENTIAL -1- EDelosure (C)
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Th~o sctcca rare laid dz.-a vind cand n=r
ea, taroot divis4ic rjl•.oh rzao in col=.

but xzas dpn rc- b7 tho i bonrW bsoke- sen
taiwget ahbp3 eeuld cdveno 4,LtcuAI t a:.1

ln Q~t~drJd Q0 2*1VV4rV1 ci0=

Sust as it Uifts; asi In a lig~ht tog.
see Obsorvors Sheeta 1bcrr 3-A and 2--oto

gra phs. /rph

k.Shipts smioke scr-eens. -

(1) Boiler Smoke.

The cond itions were typical of vessel s
,coming throuh a light bonler smoke sreeen.
See Observers Sheet Number 3-A and photo.. .
graphs. 7

(2) V. S. MUixture.

The wind conditions were such as to disperse
the screen rapidly and limit the value, of

observationds,.'
See Observers Sheet Number 4-A and photo-
graphs.

(3) Combination boiler smoke and F.S. Mixture
released simultaneously.

The screen wIas heavy and appeared successful
but began to dissipate before ships emerged.
See Observers Sheets Number 5, 6, 7-A and
photographs.

2. Determination of relative visibility under various
weather conditions durinjV the day.

a. Division FIVE w3s uyneuvc red during operiting
periods from 31 July to 1 Snptimber in various,
daylicht atmospheric conditions tCnd et various
distrawces, in coi.nd wpith thcy CLARK. Observe-
tions were nude anrd reported by CLARK and other
vessels encounterud. Sp-eciyl runs Connre observed
from th~. submari-nc. S-28 by the Commnanding Officer
and Mr. Bittinger. See Observers Shects' Number

CONFIDENTIAL -2- Enclosure (C)



S~ DESTROYER DIVISION FIVE
CONFIDENTIAL US.S. CASSIN,(Flagship)

NExeriment "A" (Continued)

8-A to 27-A inclusive and 33-A to 38-A
Sinclusive.

3. Determination of relative visibility at night
under both natural and searchlight illumination.

The division was maneuvered under both con-
ditions as in night attacks on the CLARK
which ship provided the searchlight illumination.
See Observers Sheets Nmb -8 - 31-A inclusive.

4. Determination of relative visibility of vessels
operating in various sea areas.

SSONERS, WARRINGTON, and GRIDLEY while enroute
East to West Coast made observations in various
latitudes under various atmospheric conditions.
SOERS - Ocean Gray; GRIDLEY - Warrington,
Standard Navy Gray. Sbe Experiment "F".

5. Relative ease of course or target angle estimation
and range finding.

All reports of observations include comments
in regard to these features,
See Observers Sheets Number 8-A to 27-A in-
elusive and Number 32-A to 38-A inclusive.

F. Conclusions:

In all sunlight and moonlight data with source of light
behind the observer:

1. Navy standard gray is least visible on a gray day,

overcast or hazy day.

2. Ocean grty is least visible on a bright sunny day.

3. Black is least visible at night except under moon-
light diffused through clouds. In the daytime black
ships are visiblf at long ranges as objects but
target angles are much more difficult to determine
than with lifhter paints.

4. The dazzle design is confusing under certain con-
ditions but not sufficiently so to %arrant further

CONFIDENTIAL -3- Enclosure (C)
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EXperiment WA", (Continued)

' consideration for destroyer paintine.

5.., In silhouette cemod•flage effoct is negiio... ..

6. In black darkness camouflage effect id
negligible"

7. Glossy paint possesses high degree of reflcetivity.
when viewed under any stronE- light, natural or
artificial.

8. Stacks were rost marked reflecting surfaces.

- 9. In overcast diffused moonlight without searchlight
ships painted black wvere more visible between
ranges of 7000 to 4000 yards than were gray. ones.

10. At 2000 yards range, in moonlight without search-
'. light standard navy gray ship was lighter than the

*background.

U. In boiler smoke, black and ocean grý_y are least

12. In F.S. smoke standard navy gray is least visible.

13. In F.S. and boiler. smoke miicture, the black and
ocean gray are least visible.

14. The darker the paint the more difficult the ........
determination of target angles.

15. Black confuses estimate of tea•et angle in any
light.

16. Details on standard navy gray Lnd ocec.n gray ships
are easily discernible and a.ssist in tz, rLet a ngle
estimL tes.

17. At niht unde.r searchlight a hiLh s,)c.d wake is
cle:trly visible Lnd rcLdily discloses presence of
a destroyer rcg6.rdloss of pLinting.

- CONFIDENTIAL - -4- Enclosure (C)
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DESTROYEa DILVISION FIVE

CONFIbENTIAL '-U.S.S. CASSIN (Flat.shiý)

NOTES :KADE BY -MR. BUITTINGER ON EXPERIM1ENT "-"

In all sunli~ht and moonl14ht data it is unders~tood the
* light is behind the observer :nd incident on the target ship.

Low Visibility -DLytime

(a), Navy Gray is -b&sk- for overcast hazy weather.
(b) Ocean Gray is best for clear sunny weather.

Low' Vio-ibility - M~oonless nitht

()There seems to be little qifference what color the
Destroyer is painted ,v.heri observed undler-lhe light
from-the stars; howev~r, in ev.ery ct-se undoiý sta,'ch-
li~ht the dark ships uver( the least visiblrj (Rfcfdr~nce-
is repeatedly'made to the glos,3 hiLhly reflecting

sur e of the black paint - thL& reflection of the
li~ht -from the 5t~acks was especially miarked in each
obsE~rvers record.

Low Vjsibility' in Hloonlight.

*In the one ob.Tervation made v~ith the ship6 in moonlight
the -black ships appeared more v:itilie than the 6rz.y ships

*at 7000 yards.. This ".af also tr-ue a.1 ZOGO- yaras. At
2000 yardfs the Navy Gra-- (REID) appecred liL.hter than the

sky backer ound bnd, tk-- Ocean Gra~y (CASSIN) was practic.-lly
invi-3ible.

Lov, Vilbibility - BI cck Smrokt Screen

The atmosphere or ind on the .iays the si.iokc screen vas
used pruvtunt~d theý smoke', icspL cially thtc black z~moký-~from
rum, inin,ý on th, Y, et-,r. In vi~v 6f thU.,ý fr'Ct the data
obtained 1th~sEý t~ rls is o'f litt~l, v ILx.. Hov-vt r, i.n

th, black smokL t~hu, mark ;Thýips th,. lt,-st visihilc

Low VisibilityKF.S. Smoke

The observer of t1Cie first te:;t stat~ed th,-i the vlack

(DO~iNES) and the dark dazzle (CONYIJNJ1A14) "mc rLe,,d into
a solic; nes,;, wihc!reass tn6 (REID) navy Fr,- y,..ans plaini,;
delineeted." This an 'omaly cen orly be ajccounted for by

the unevcn de~nsity and fencr:.i ineffect~vt ress. of the
screen. Orn tihe second. teatL the. darker S a;were more

7i:;ible than ~er-e thu liE~ht :ýhil.z - hii , to be
texpt ct~td.

CONFIDLITI'AL -- Enclo'sure (C)



COFIETIL D.9STIR( DIVISION iI-VE
COP tJTAL .S.S. CASSIN, (Flagship) -

INOTES MIADE-BY MR. BITTINGER ON EXPEZILMNT "tA" (Cont~ined)
JLow Visibility-i F.8. and B~lack Smoke CombinationI

In this screen the darker ships were & little more-vitible,-
hut there was~n6t a great deal to choose between them. The
screen was-not opaque.

D~azzle -Course Distortion

The dazzle ship (CONYNGHAM) was paint~:d with n modified
dazzle'dcgien. To make the ship lowd visibility for a
night torpedo cAttck under se..rchli~ht, the ship forward
of' the bridge-structure wcb practicL.lly all black. Course
distortion was only possible when the t3.rgt Lf-nltl v:t.s more
tha.n 450 eond less than 31'50. With this- iimistion the couirse
distortion was fairly effective. In the black smoke screen
the da~zesi (CONYNGHAbM) "was very difficult to see, its
targelt I ngle was very difficult to distinguish.1 'In overc'nst
hazy y.eather"the (CONY-NGHAL.) tc-rget angles were the most
dif~ic'lt to determine." this is ',,so true for cle.-r sunny
days.

Although the DOIWNES was ,inted bl,.ckc for loi. visibility
undr c~rch4h -(nu,--rous rcf%2rcnees m~de in the

rtportb 7bout the difficulty in diytimc of obt ining torget
anflc-s on thc blackl ship)'. ThL: ic due to the, fnct that
mozt oa' thc shazdows, from the act-Ai of thc supecrstructure,
c-.nrot bc czý., oi~inL to 1-Ak o f cont~rrvt.. VWile thtý de-trils
on thý CASSIK (Oco-n Gr. ',,) :no c1Ac ii 1 ly thc REID (N,,vy
Gr' -) -re llca;; 'to fpik out".

flutirous I'Oferefices arc r-d e to the black shdp ;pnappeirink-
t~ -3norter rz,ýng-e th:ni tht; f:rcy shif,)i, in ove-re jt weuther.

It i3 sugg sE~d: f-h t -i 1) k v/rtkiex~int br lIevelopeac,
th6 firct requirc:..ent. of hI-icl -su I% UI( L th t v;,hrn thir:,pzimt

irisIjlico to , .t.- 'Ilic structur( - 1k lisýurf, c, oP tl-is p-int,
w:hýrn dry, *'i.ould bc coodý-LJly diffusiný -.rid ;xrýfictly M-,tt-.

/ -It h!': bt_-r. st Ald tii I inL cent in:Lng varni,31- !:a- i ort
s~t inL, quri ti~ Th, r 1i3 no :,uestion : bout th, lrutn of

th1 tst tr-mnen. Pa'': t on o.fQlioa.- th: - r, i
c "uiot b.~. :~~l~' a. aoula h,,vý -- uiv P at 2 ,ting

*M~lit. SV iTr1QL thi: iic,3 :otAuc.nfl v' rrj'sh.

To pyiovc tiv- f U c'k r tI t c an~. .~w. l
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DES-TROYER DIVISION FIVE

CONFIDENTIAL U.S.S. CASSIN (Flagship)

NOTES MADE BY MR. BITTINGER ON EYXPLqBIi.NT "A" .(Cohtinued)

possess lasting, qualities - sone Sherwin-Williams black
matte paint uas bought in San Diego a sample of which was
applied to the bow' of theNU.S.S. REID at the waterline %.here
the greatest errosive effect on the paint might be expected.

The enclosed photographs shoW the REID with the sample of
black S. & W. matte blacX srtmple on the bov'; of Ithe REID. is
practically in perfect condition, vhile the gloss Navy black
on the bov. of the DOWNES has lost.ubout.20% of its surftct.

"CONFIDENTIAL -'- Enclosure I(C)
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*COMNF~TIAL M.S.S CA03it ( nia,ýobip)

V,- Experiment "F"

A. Purpose,

* To deterrnigs tto relatlva valu-) of Cc--= C, Pd~
camp=red to tba pror-cat, MV, i~tar~art4CyZQ$ d
areas then the $anDiego area.

30 Vessels assigied and test aate'iaI..

SM - Ocean Graq.
* ~WARRMNTOI - Navy Standard Gray.

_ Nav Stmndard Gta4.

C. Time of Test.

T~A vas comducted whgle "a'els concerned vare onrouto
to tIp., West Coast durint June and 3luly 1939,

-iOw Ouroau's reprasentative M4r. Charlea Bmtt$*ir Ma0
bsbtarkcd in the MW=DL at Panat~a., C..Z.~ Buewvu

-oblor~ationo tvere mad% both cot day and a~lobt, vt,
and withouit searchl~bt iUllain~ation#

-. See Ob--ervors Sheets Num~ber 1,-,rFto 25-1' lnlzi

,gis th6 same In ony area under olven ether
mid lIght "conditione.

CO:JFIDMITIhL aisr D



tt= aol-16 j .

Uo2'tmfl effec~t 0 -v$~pautty.

tv t.1ie It,"poi $up waa *wuh 1)Azez ViemtT

fths test toB of Wueteat aa it $~the fivast ta Oe
ftma dray sn. tba Atiantic fteva. St iseeo ftx* these

-. v~plt - tifer withi diffoec c 4tns f athe vbwioa

eftedt0, in tbe At1titlic or Paetifto Odesm*z
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b rZS10bM, DIV W$OR --nn

) ~IV,.: UWUpe~mett "s
A. purpouo,

to detelle if tileeffica-d or th e .aed.toitbod of
cesoaitlage is cmea~d by I-to appfleatlj a. lare

B. Vesse apsi-gnid and testý material.

The DEkWTRI and RATi=R were assigned to tI4U teatv the
former~ retaining Itt'a norwu&.pl ~ n ~ latter
palinted according to thle graded mto~

C. Deeriations' to be radet

1. If the grade~ method paatngA4de a i ous
conditions of weuther has- any effect $R4 Ad' fetr
as' range -estimatton'is cloncerned. -

2'.The relative visibility o t t .todof
(Npainting (norma an4 graded).

D. Conduct of Test.

The DETROIT anid RALEIGH ,Ware observed durin~g their
scheduled operations-by vessels encoumtered and
observationis submitted.

See Obse~rvers Sheets Number lý-E to S-E inclusIve--

E. Conclusions*

1. The graded method does materiafl1y confuse range,
estimation.

2. In hazy weather the graded vessel was more ecaily
* disberniible than the- normal vessel.

3. In clear bright wecather there is little choice in
relative visibility of the two methods of painting.

-4. Painting smokepipe w~tch caps at varied heights
assists confusion of rzange eStimlation.

5. Possibility of being especia~lly cidvantageous submarine
attacks where only quick glance thru periscope possible.

CONFIDE14TIAL Enclosure (E)



•.ESTROYMU DIVISION FIVE
CONFIDENTIAL I.S,.S. CASSIN (Flagshp)

"NOTES BYa. BJTTINGIR. ON . PEH"AN "V'

* ~gRaDE ,SYSTE

"If a ship' is painted all over the same.color,. the sky d
if the ship is "this side" of. the horson, one received th .
impression that a'narrbw strip of sky has been brought down In.
ta the sea, \nd the lower. edge of this strip is the water"iM ...
of the sdhip".

' The purpose of this experiment is to. subjedjevely. remove .the'
. water line, and to place' it w here it does, not exist. . -

Th• graded system is designed to have about the iatevline, a
color of the sea and above, a, color. which matches.,the color of the . ..
-sky. In other words to paint the ship the. cLo'r of 'the sea, -
where the sea is the backgrou and to paint the ship, the colori
of the sky'- where the sky is the background.

As the color of the sky is constantly changing,, it is very..
seldom the ship actually discppeLrs. However thd color,'of ihe.
sea is easily'matched and by rcmov'ing the water .4newxho.i. .- *.,,. .i.

.pression is given of the ship being at a greater ; ac • "....
it reolly is.

The inclosed photographs give some idea of the inreased range
of the RALEIGH compared to the DETROIT (the ships were in eollU);
however, the subjective impression gave a much greater difference
in the range than the photographs indicate.

In a previous test of the graded system on a Destroyer the'
stereoscopic r -ge finder had great trouble getting the rage
but aftcr the* correct rqpge was obtained from a coincidence range
finder the variations could be recorded on the stereoscopic ia-
strument. , '

Like the camouflage on the port side of the MELVILLE the
graded system is new, not conspicuouS,, and would in no way
arouse the suspicions of an enemy until he made corrections for
the splash of his projectiles.

CONFIDENTIAL Encloouro (E)
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III'. Experiment tW~I DO

A. Emwns&

To determine if a dazzle dealga is of, anY Aliae when
* applied.to tenders or to merchant,:#esso1Asf

B*.. vessels assig.ned adid test material.

The U.Si.S. IAELVII14 was assigned to this -tea1t: and'
painrted in adcordance With ins~wcikoas. i$$U by-
the Burea~uts, represexitative Mr.. KWrl~B~ter.
The design applied is' illustrated in -the photbompnh
miarkced Sheet 1-D.

C- Time, of. Test.

The, ]MELVILLE was painted -and observed, at sea oni 5, 6j' 7
and 9 September by various Units encouintered.

D. Determinations to bez aDe.

Thle efficacy of the design in confusing eourkie aWd
range estimations.

E.Conduct of T/st.

1.. The fVIELVILLE was. pbserved by various units enaountered
* in the operating areas.

See Observer's $hetts NIumbers 2-D to 64D inelvsiVej, 8-D.
* to 164D inc:lusive.

2. The U.S,S. ZANE with Mr. Bittinger &loard U~sed,
to make prescribed observa~t~ons.

See Observer'sa. Sheet Number 7a-P and inclosures.
thereto, and-S-D.

F. Conclusions.

1. The. target anele was appreciably distorted by
camouflage on both sides especially frau appi4ximatlevly.
300 toI 600'auid ;a,0 to 330 0 .

2. The prgoence of ceinounlagiAS is less' evident by Aethod
applied to port side than by t#at applted -to atawboaý
side..

CONFIDENTIAL -1- Enclosure (r)
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F. CnclusiLons. (.Contijnued)

.3 Camouflage Is inoffieetive at, xight w1ttbol#
artificial illtunizatiw.o.

4. under swaolight, niidation camopflaoQ.- has 'the
sae ef~fect ALS in daylight.

The' appjiciatioý.-,p car.ouflage. to the8 mqat4 nd' tops',
woigd materially~&iý i its effoctll;6",

COFIDIIA Enlsr F
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DASTROYER DIVISION FIVE '2

k"7'7 '1"'ýAL U.S.S. CASSIN (Flagship)

NOTES BY MR. BITTINGER ON .EXPERIMENT "ID"

"The general principles of disgiising the course of a
ship by'dazzle camouflage were studied during the last two
years of the Great War I.

The designs used were bold contrasting forms which While
subjectivl4 haziging the bourse ofthe ship greatly'in-
creased the s ips visibility.

The Bureau of Construction and Repair at the Naval Research
Laboratory some-experiments which had to the development of a
new form of dazzle - ihich would not increase the visibility.

T6 make a practical test of lthis nevi development it was
Sdecided to.paint a merchant ship, as the merchant ship has the

j c~r~o..W~ells, forward and aft, and the sides of the ship are
carried'up on the superstructure amidships. These details were
considered essential to the success of the design.

411
• '"'Unfortunately no ship of the, merchant design type could be

found, which was under the jurisdidtion pf Commander Destroyers,
(•. Battle Force, so it was decidea to see what could be done wflth

the MELVILLE and her port side was painted with the new design.
To compare the new ideas with the old,camouflage - the starboard
side of th6 MELVILLE was painted with a bold tontrasting design.

- Unless nn observer had been told the port side of the ELVILLE'
was camoqfla&ed he would never kgow, it from looking at it.' Be-
cause of this fact, zmn enemy would not be as suspicious as he
would be at the sight of the conventional dazzle,

In making test observations of the course of a dazzle ship -

-it is essential that a record be made of the true course of the
ship at the time the observations were made - because one ýan

Seasily be deceived.

The observations of the ZANE are a model as they combine
conciseness and accuracy.

Being self-explanatory the report from the ZANE is submitted
for consideratibn.

The only rnco-rendation is -that this new idea be tried out •
on a merchant ship - when one is found available. As .he subtle .4
visual effects, produced by the camouflage on t1e port side of
the e¶LVILLE are net and have decided possibilities. .

( cNj• 1 1 L. -i- 'Enclosure (F)* A _ ___
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"F DESTROYER -DIVISION FIVE

I~W?~'%~Vt U.S.S. CAS8IN (Flagship)

NOTES BY MR. BITTINGER O0 EXPERIMENT "D" (Continued)

NOTE:

.Certain paits of the MELVILLE were not painted Isuch
a's the Bridte) and certain structural changes were',not
made (such is twisting the yard tipping the potor
launches, etc.). These details would amplify -the courde
distortion, and would be done when camouflaging a. shij
for. the Var- zone.
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